[Microsatellite analysis of genetic diversity and phylogenetic relationship of eight sheep breeds in Xinjiang].
To reveal the genetic diversity and syseighttemic relationship of main sheep breeds in north Xingjiang, the genetic polymorphisms of 10 microsatellites in 8 sheep breeds and one first filial generation (F1) in north Xinjiang were studied by means of PCR, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and silver staining. Number of alleles, average effective number of alleles (E) and average rates of homozygote of each breeds were counted. According to allele frequencies of ten microsatellites, polymorphism information content (PIC), mean heterozygosity (h) and genetic distances were calculated for each breeds. By using the Neighbor-joining method of Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis software, a dendrogram was obtained based on genetic distances. Another dendrogram was obtained by Maximum Likelihood method in PHYLIP (3.6) software. The bootstrap values were evaluated for each crunode of the dendrogram by means of bootstrap test. The systemic relationship was analyzed as well. The results showed that 8 of 10 microsatellite loci were highly polymorphic, but BM1824 and MAF65 were low and medium polymorphic respectively, so the 8 microsatellite loci were effective markers for analysis of genetic relationship among sheep breeds. The average PIC (0.5631), h (0.5721) and E(2.9) of the whole population was all lower than those of other sheep breeds reported in the documents, which showed the gene polymorphisms and genetic diversity in these sheep breeds are relative rare. The genetic distances of native Aletai, Kazak and Bashibai sheeps in Xingjiang from foreign sheep breeds and cultivated breeds bearing foreign bloodline are relatively large. Consequently, they clustered in two groups. The phylogenetic relationship between different sheep breeds was in accordance with their resource, breeding history, differentiation and localities.